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(Ba1�xLax)(Ti1�x/2Cax/2)O3 (0.03 6 x 6 0.06) (BLTC) ceramics were prepared using a mixed oxides method.
The structure, microstructure, and dielectric properties of BLTC were investigated by X-ray diffraction,
Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscope, and dielectric measure-
ments. Both symmetric (200) XRD peak indicative of cubicity and sharp 308 cm�1 Raman band indicative
of tetragonality are characteristics of pseudo-cubic symmetry of BLTC. The unit cell volume of BLTC
increased linearly with x, satisfying Vegard’s law. A strong ‘‘Raman charge effect’’ appeared at
836 cm�1 because of the aliovalent double substitution in BLTC. The x = 0.03 sample because of its higher
permittivity (e0 = �2000) and lower loss (tan d < 0.04) is a novel dielectric for X7R applications. The for-
mation of La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes was responsible for the dielectric-temperature stability of
BLTC.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.co
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1. Introduction

In the dielectric field of BaTiO3-based ceramic materials, the
two typical dielectric specifications named by the Electronic Indus-
try Association (EIA) are Y5V (�82% 6 ðe0 � e0RTÞ=e0RT 6 + 22% in a
temperature range �30 to 85 �C) and X7R (jðe0 � e0RTÞ=e0RTj 6 15%
in a range �55 to 125 �C). They represent room-temperature
high-e (i.e., high-k) behavior and dielectric-temperature stability,
respectively. It is well known that the Curie temperature (TC) of
BaTiO3 is approximately 125 �C, at which a clear cubic-tetragonal
phase transition occurs, accompanied by a very sharp dielectric
peak (e0 � 10,000) [1,2]. This phase transition belongs to a first-
order phase transition (FPT) [3]. In most cases, when BaTiO3 is
doped with different types of ions, its TC generally shifts toward
low temperature, and with increasing doping levels, this sharp
dielectric peak gradually becomes vague, forming so-called diffuse
phase transition (DPT) [3]. Because the reduplicative orientations
by TiO6 octahedron constitute the skeleton of the BaTiO3 perov-
skite structure and Ba ions are located on the interstitial space of
the TiO6 skeleton [4], the substitution of dopants at the Ti site com-
pared to the Ba site will induce a larger lattice deformation, which
can cause a stronger broadening of the permittivity maximum (e0m)
associated with DPT. The Y5V specification needs DPT to occur as
far as possible in the vicinity of room temperature. This requires
that the solid solution limit of dopants at the Ti site in the BaTiO3

lattice is sufficiently high to enable the e0m to shift to room
temperature.
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The ionic radius of dopants is a critical factor contributing to
DPT. The radii of some ions versus coordinate number (CN) are
listed in Table 1 [5]. Three types of Ti-site dopants such as Sn4+

(0.69 Å), Zr4+ (0.72 Å), and Ce4+ (0.87 Å), are illustrated to focus
on the relationship between the ionic size of dopants and DPT.
These three dopants have higher Ti-site solid solubility because
of their high ability to maintaining the lattice electroneutrality
[3,6–8]. One found that with an increase in ionic radius, the sinter-
ing temperature needs to be elevated continuously so that the dop-
ing ions gain enough energy to enter the Ti site of the BO6

octahedrons skeleton, and that the phase transition becomes more
diffused, as observed for Ce4+-doped BaTiO3 [8]. Although these
BaTiO3-based ceramics might meet Y5V or Z5U (�56% 6
ðe0 � e0RTÞ=e0RT 6 + 22% in a range 10–85 �C) specifications [3,6–8],
they cannot reach the X7R specification. One probably imagines
that with increasing the size of Ti-site doping ions, a continuous
trend of the e0m smoothness would be going on, accompanied by
an evolution from Y5V-type high-e behavior to X7R-type dielec-
tric-temperature stability.

However, it is difficult to find an ideal Ti-site tetravalent dopant
whose ionic radius is greater than Ce4+. In recent years, Zhang et al.
proposed Ti-site Ca2+ (1.00 Å) as a potential dopant for applications
of a higher dielectric specification X8R (jðe0 � e0RTÞ=e0RTj 6 15% in a
range �55 to –155 �C) [9]. The much larger ionic size of Ca2+

(1.00 Å) compared to Ti4+ (0.605 Å) results in a lower Ti-site solid
solution limit of x = �0.04 for Ba(Ti1�xCax)O3�x with DPT at
TC = 44 �C, and the sintering temperature had to be elevated to a
higher temperature of 1500 �C [9]. Even so, researchers cannot
achieve the Y5V specification for Ba(Ti1�xCax)O3�x. This is probably

m
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Table 1
Ionic radii versus coordinate number (CN).

Ion CN r (Å)

Ba2+ 12 1.61
Ti4+ 6 0.605
La3+ 12 1.36
Ca2+ 12 1.34
Ca2+ 6 1.00
Ce4+ 6 0.87
Zr4+ 6 0.72
Sn4+ 6 0.69
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns of (a) (Ba1�xLax)(Ti1�x/2Cax/2)O3 (BLTC) ceramics (x = 0.03–
0.06). (b) Gaussian-fitting to the XRD peaks in the vicinity of 45� for BLTC and
BaTiO3. FWHM denotes the full width of half maximum of the peak at �45�.
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attributed to the presence of oxygen vacancies caused by the alio-
valent substitution of Ca2+ at the Ti site.

In this work, our purpose is to incorporate much larger Ca2+ ions
completely into the Ti site by means of Ba-site codopant in BaTiO3,
to achieve a more diffused phase transition and further to expect
X7R-type dielectric-temperature stability. La3+ donor (an ion with
a higher valence than the host Ba2+ ion) and Ca2+ acceptor (an
ion with a lower valence than the host Ti4+ ion) are used as codo-
pants at the Ba- and Ti-sites in BaTiO3, respectively, to develop
(Ba1�xLax)(Ti1�x/2Cax/2)O3 ceramics, for the three considerations:
(1) On the site substitution, Ca2+ is generally applied as the Ba-site
dopant [10–13]. Even in the case of (Ba + Ca)/Ti = 1, however,
Ca-doped BaTiO3 prepared by the mixed oxide route has a feature
of the double substitution [14,15]. La ions are known to be substi-
tuted exclusively for the Ba site as La3+ [16–19]. La3+ donor might
compel Ca2+ as an acceptor to enter the Ti site and then improve
the solid solubility of Ca2+ at the Ti site. (2) For Ba(Ti1�xCax)O3�x,
Ca2+ in place of Ti4+ inevitably induces oxygen vacancies
[9,20,21]. The presence of mobile oxygen vacancies is apt to cause
electrical conduction and ferroelectric aging. Incorporation of La3+

into the Ba site in Ba(Ti1�xCax)O3�x is likely to result not only in
reduction of oxygen vacancies and dielectric loss, but also in signif-
icant lowering of the sintering temperature by means of the forma-
tion of La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes described in Eq. (1),
where the Kröger–Vink defect notation [22] is used and the charge
equilibrium is equivalent to the host cations, meeting the lattice
electroneutrality.

La2O3 þ CaOþ TiO2 ! 2La�Ba þ Ca00Ti þ TiTi þ 6OO ð1Þ

The probable reasons that the formation of defect complexes
would lower the sintering temperature are that, a complementary
ionic radii relation between (RLa + RCa) and (RBa + RTi) (Table 1) is
beneficial to the incorporation of La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complex
as a corporate entity into the perovskite grains, which could sur-
mount the potential barrier of the much larger Ca2+ ions entering
the Ti site. Meanwhile, at a lower temperature of 1350 �C, La3+ ions
may induce Ti vacancies [17], which can compel Ca2+ ions to enter
the Ti site and accelerate diffusion of Ca2+ ions into the perovskite
grains.

(3) For BaTiO3 ceramics with the double substitution, La3+ at the
Ba site may play a role in raising dielectric permittivity and further
broadening of the e0m [23–26].

In this article, we report the results of a comprehensive study of
(Ba1�xLax)(Ti1�x/2Cax/2)O3 (BLTC) solid solution materials. The effect
of La/Ca co-doping on structure, microstructure, and dielectric
properties are reported. Novel X7R-type dielectric-temperature
stability can be realized at a low doping level of x = 0.03. Further,
there are two advantages of BLTC materials over the conventional
X7R BaTiO3-based materials with core–shell structure [27–29]: (1)
the control of preparation conditions of BLTC compared to core–
shell ceramics is easier; and (2) the X8R specification with higher
dielectric-temperature stability can be achieved by La/Ca co-doping
at a higher doping level of x = 0.06.
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2. Experimental procedures

Ceramic raw materials were reagent-grade BaCO3, La2O3, TiO2, and CaCO3

powders. The ceramics were prepared according to the nominal formula (Ba1�xLax)
(Ti1�x/2Cax/2)O3 (x = 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06) (BLTC) using a mixed oxides method de-
scribed elsewhere [22]. The stoichiometric mixture in accordance with the above
formula was carefully mixed. The schedules of calcination, forming (PVA aqueous
solution was added as a binder for forming process) and final sintering were at
1100 �C for 5 h in air, 200 MPa for 2 min, and at 1400 �C for 12 h in air, respectively.
For the final sintering, the hearting rate was 100 �C/h; the samples were cooled to
1000 �C at a rate of �200 �C/h and then furnace-cooled to room temperature. In
addition, BaTiO3 ceramic was prepared at 1300 �C for analysis on lattice deforma-
tion of BLTC.

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), using a DX-2700 X-ray diffractometer (Dan-
dong Haoyuan Inc.), was used for structural measurements and as an indication
of phase purity. Lattice parameters and unit cell volume of BLTC were calculated
by MS Modeling (Accelerys, Inc.) using Rietveld refinement in Reflex Package and
Cu Ka1 radiation (k = 1.540562 Å). Raman spectroscopy was carried out using a
LabRAM XploRA Raman spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon) with a 532 nm laser. A
Linkam-600 heating and cooling stage was equipped for temperature-dependent
Raman measurements. Microstructural properties were determined using a JSM-
6490 scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL) operated at 25 kV and using a
CSPM-5000 atomic force microscope (AFM) (Beyuan Nano-instruments Co.). Scan-
ning was carried out in contact mode AFM with a W-type silicon cantilever and
the scanning frequency was set at 1.5 Hz. The surfaces of BLTC samples were pol-
ished and thermally-etched for observation of microstructure. Temperature depen-
dences of the dielectric permittivity and loss were measured at 1 kHz using a RCL
meter (Fluke PM6306).

3. Results

XRD patterns of BLTC are shown in Fig. 1. All the BLTC ceramics
exhibited a single-phase perovskite structure (Fig. 1(a)). There is no
indication of any secondary phase separating out. The structures of
BLTC were determined as pseudo-cubic, as marked by a symmetric
(200) peak (Fig. 1(b)). The larger FWHM (full width of half maxi-
mum) values (P0.27�) in BLTC compared to that in BaTiO3

(0.15�) implied a larger lattice deformation existing in each BLTC
sample. The lattice deformation was smallest for x = 0.05
(FWHM = 0.27�) and largest for x = 0.03 (FWHM = 0.38�) among
all the BLTC ceramics.
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Fig. 3. Room-temperature Raman spectra of BLTC. The inset depicts variation in
relative intensity (I/Im) with x for the 836 cm�1 peak. I and Im represent the band
intensities at 836 and 260 cm�1, respectively.
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The variation in unit cell volume (V0) as functions of x is shown
in Fig. 2, where the V0 values of the tetragonal and cubic BaTiO3

(JCPDS Cards No. 6-526 and 31-174) were drawn as two dashed
lines for comparison. The following two facts can give evidence
for the formation of La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes: (1) It is
well known that Ba-site La3+ doping leads to an approximately lin-
ear decrease in V0 [17], whereas Ti-site Ca2+ doping leads to an
increase in V0 [9]. The V0 of BLTC increased linearly with increasing
x, which satisfies Vegard’s law, i.e., a linear relation exists, at room
temperature, between V0 of the BLTC solid solution and the con-
centration (x) of combined (2La3+ + Ca2+) ions. This fact illustrates
that the expansion induced by Ca2+ ions substituted for the Ti site
in TiO6 octahedrons is greater than the contraction induced by La3+

ions located on the interstitial space of the TiO6 skeleton, although
the concentration of La3+ was twice that of Ca2+. (2) When x was
increased to 0.06, the V0 of the cubic BLTC was exactly equal to that
of the tetragonal BaTiO3 (64.41 Å3, from JCPDS Cards No. 5-626),
but far less than that of the cubic BaTiO3 (65.50 Å3, from JCPDS
Cards No. 31-174). This fact illustrates that the formation of
La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes could reduce the cell expansion
caused the phase transition from tetragonal to cubic for BaTiO3.

Room temperature measured Raman spectra of BLTC are dis-
played in Fig. 3. The Raman spectrum of the tetragonal BaTiO3 gen-
erally exhibits B1 + E (TO + LO), A1 (TO2), A1 (TO3), and A1 (LO3) + E
(LO3) optical modes, corresponding to a sharp band at 308 cm�1

and three broad bands peaking at 260, 525, and 720 cm�1 [7,30].
The band at 308 cm�1, absent in the cubic BaTiO3 [7], is considered
as the signature of the tetragonal phase at room temperature. A
surprising phenomenon was that this sharp band existed in all
the BLTC samples with an average cubic structure determined by
XRD. BLTC was therefore pseudo-cubic and the lattice deformation
such as orthorhombic or tetragonal existed in the perovskite lat-
tice. The 308 cm�1 peak of the sample with x = 0.05 was weakest,
implying a smallest lattice deformation existed in this sample, in
good agreement with the above XRD results.

A band at 836 cm�1 appeared in BLTC (Fig. 3). By comparison
with the literature [30–32], we can determine whether Ba-site
La3+ or Ti-site Ca2+ could induce this band. Kchikech and Maglione
first found this band in La-doped BaTiO3, with an intensity increas-
ing linearly with La content, and considered this band as an indica-
tion of the amount of La incorporated into the BaTiO3 lattice [31].
We attributed this phonon mode to an internal deformation of the
BO6 octahedron caused by the charge difference of different types
of ions at equivalent sites in BaTiO3 [30], called ‘‘Raman charge ef-
fect’’ [33]. Hence, the 836 cm�1 band in BLTC can be considered as a
combined effect of La3+ and Ca2+ incorporated into the BaTiO3 lat-
tice. When x 6 0.05, the line intensity increased with x. When x
was increased to 0.06, however, the line intensity deviated from
this linear relationship (Fig. 3 inset).
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Temperature dependences of the dielectric permittivity (e0) and
loss (tan d) for BLTC are shown in Fig. 4. All the samples exhibited a
little change in dielectric characteristics. The Curie peak of BaTiO3

at TC = 125 �C was almost completely suppressed because of co-
doping with La3+ and Ca2+. However, the e0 decreased with increas-
ing x throughout the measuring temperature range. The highest
dielectric-temperature stability occurred at x = 0.06, satisfying
X8R specification. However, this sample exhibited higher dielectric
loss (tan d = �0.06). The sample with x = 0.05 just satisfied X5R
specification. Two samples with x = 0.03 and 0.04 satisfied X7R
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of (a) the dielectric permittivity (e0) and (b) the
dielectric loss (tan d) for BLTC.
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specification. The x = 0.03 sample is a novel dielectric for X7R
applications because of its higher e0 (�2000) and lowest tan d
(<0.04). A weak peak could be observed at �125 �C for BLTC. This
illustrated that the suppressed Curie peak of BaTiO3 could be not
shifted by co-doping with La3+ and Ca2+.

The above room-temperature Raman results demonstrated that
the 308 cm�1 band can be considered as the signature of tetragonal
or orthorhombic deformation existing in the pseudo-cubic BLTC.
The inner lattice deformation in BLTC should be appreciated by
means of the evolution of the 308 cm�1 band with temperature.
For this consideration, the temperature dependent Raman spectra
of BLTC were measured, as shown in Fig. 5. Three broad bands at
260, 525 and 720 cm�1, which persisted to 200 �C for each BLTC
sample, were attributed to a disorder in the pseudo-cubic phase.
The 308 cm�1 band disappeared above 125 �C. This fact indicated
that the pseudo-cubic phase with tetragonal or orthorhombic dis-
tortion at room temperature evolved into a higher cubic symmetry
above TC. The 836 cm�1 band associated with Raman charge effect
persisted over a measured temperature range, which indicated that
the internal deformation of the BO6 octahedrons caused by the
charge difference of dopants existed continuously although BLTC
had a higher cubic symmetry at temperatures above TC = 125 �C.

SEM images of BLTC are shown in Fig. 6. BLTC exhibited a non-
uniform microstructure consisting of coarse grains (1–3 lm) and
fine grains (�0.7 lm), as seen for the two samples with x = 0.04
and 0.06. Here, the average grain size (g) was estimated on a
polished plane using Fullman’s method [34]. As a reference, the g
value of BLTC was determined as 1.6–1.3 lm by averaging the
testing values of two coarse-grained pictures and two fine-grained
pictures. As a whole, the g decreased with increasing x. For the
x = 0.03 sample as a valuable candidate for X7R capacitor applica-
tion, its fine-grained region was investigated with AFM, as shown
in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the fine grains was quite homogeneous
in the size (g = 0.7 lm). The variations in ceramic density (q) and in
percentage (P) of ceramic density to the theoretical density as
functions of x for BLTC are shown in Fig. 8. The theoretical density
calculated using the lattice parameters and molecular weight of
BLTC was 6.02–6.01 g/cm3. Both q and P decreased with increasing
x, implying that an increased porosity with x might correlate with a
decrease in e0 throughout the measuring temperature range.sp
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4. Discussion

4.1. Solid solution formation, defect complexes, and Raman charge
effect

It is well known that when the sintering temperature was held
at 1500 �C, the solid solution limit of Ca2+ at the Ti site in BaTiO3

was approximately 0.04 [9]. By means of co-doping with La3+

and Ca2+, a pseudo-cubic BLTC can be prepared at a lower temper-
ature of 1400 �C. This is mainly attributed to the formation of
La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes in BLTC, as described in Eq. (1).

There are two decisive factors responsible for the solid solution
formation of BLTC: (1) La3+ has priority over Ca2+ in the Ba-site
occupation. La3+ ions were first incorporated into the Ba site to
induce Ti vacancies [16–18,23], which could compel Ca2+ ions to
enter the Ti site and accelerate diffusion of Ca2+ ions into the
perovskite grains; and (2) two La3+ ions next to one Ca2+ ion
formed a La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complex, which could be incor-
porated as an entity directly into the perovskite grains to relieve
BO6 octahedron expansion caused by the substitution of much lar-
ger Ca2+ for Ti4+. These two factors concurred throughout the solid
solution formation of BLTC. At a lower sintering temperature
(1400 �C), the second factor made a great contribution to the solid
solution formation of BLTC.

In order to search for the cause of the linear deviation (Fig. 3 in-
set), the cubic (Ba1�xNdx)(Ti1�yFey)O3 (BNTF) ceramics were chosen
for Ref. [33]. When the doping levels of Ba-site Nd3+ were equal to
those of Ti-site Fe3+ (x = y), Nd�Ba � Fe0Ti defect complexes formed in
the BaTiO3 host lattice were charge self-balanced and equivalent to
BaBa � TiTi, showing no Raman charge effect; whereas BNTF with
x > y showed a similar Raman charge effect [33] to Nd-doped
BaTiO3 [35]. On the basis of the fact in BNTF, at a higher doping
level such as x = 0.06, the deviation from the linear relationship
in BLTC might be attributed to an orientation tendency of two
La3+ ions in La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba complex in part along cube diagonal
of one cell including CaO6 octahedron. The Raman charge effect
because of those orientations was reduced for x = 0.06. Corre-
spondingly, at lower doping levels of x 6 0.05, a disorder of La3+

and Ca2+ ions in orientations was responsible for the linear rela-
tionship in BLTC.
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Fig. 6. SEM images of BLTC ceramics with (a) x = 0.03, (b) and (c) 0.04, (d) 0.05, and (e) and (f) 0.06.

Fig. 7. AFM image for X7R-type BLTC ceramic with x = 0.03.
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Since the Raman charge effect disappears in the case of
Nd�Ba � Fe0Ti defect complexes that balance out the charge in BNTF
with x = y [33], one should imagine that the Raman charge effect
should also not be present for the La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba complexes in
BLTC, as their charge is also balanced out. We found that in the case
of defect complexes the Raman charge effect is associated with the
radius of doping ion at the Ti site. When the size of Ti-site doping
ion is less than that of Ti4+ (0.605 Å), one Ti-site doping ion (such as
Fe3+ (0.55 Å) [5]) in the BO6 octahedron is capable of shifting
towards one Ba-site doping ion (such as Nd3+ (1.27 Å) [5]) along
cell-cube diagonal, which will diminish the internal deformation
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of the TiO6 octahedrons caused by donor and acceptor. The Raman
charge effect disappears, as seen in BNTF [33]. When the size of
Ti-site doping ion such as Eu3+ (0.947 Å) [5] is greater than that
of Ti4+ (0.605 Å), for a self-compensation mode of Eu�Ba � Eu0Ti

[36], the mobility of one Ti-site doping ion in the BO6 octahedron
is restricted and an internal deformation of the TiO6 octahedrons
caused by donor and acceptor may persist. The Raman charge
effect is therefore present, as seen in (Ba1�x/2Eux/2)(Ti1�x/2Eux/2)O3

[36]. As a matter of fact, the Ti-site dopants in doped BaTiO3 where
the Raman charge effect appears are relatively larger ions com-
pared to Ti4+, such as Nb5+ (0.64 Å [5]) [37] and Ca2+ (1.00 Å)
[32]. The hexagonal Ba(Ti1�yFey)O3�d with smaller Fe3+ compared
to Ti4+ does not show any Raman charge effect [33]. Thus, the
Raman charge effect in BLTC is associated with the much larger
ionic size of Ti-site Ca2+ compared to Ti4+, rather than the disorder
of La3+/Ca2+ ions in orientations.

4.2. Dielectric-temperature stability

The dielectric-temperature stability of BLTC exhibited two fea-
tures: (1) the Curie peak (TC = �125 �C) of BaTiO3 could be not
shifted by co-doping with La3+ (1.36 Å) and Ca2+ (1.00 Å); and (2)
the Curie peak was almost completely suppressed. It can be sure
that neither part of fine-grained microstructure [38–40] nor poros-
ity [41] in BLTC was responsible for the suppression of the Curie
peak of BaTiO3. Recently, we found that the amphoteric doping
behavior of Ba-site Ce3+ (1.34 Å) and Ti-site Ce4+ (0.87 Å) can in-
duce an In situ diffuse phase transition at TC of BaTiO3 and led to
a high-k behavior [42]. Thus, the dielectric-temperature stability
of BLTC can be attributed to the formation of La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba de-
fect complexes and the existence of much larger Ca2+ at the Ti site.
La3+ at the Ba site contributes to the persistence of higher permit-
tivity in an X7R range.

The samples with x = 0.04–0.06 had a higher tan d relative to the
sample with x = 0.03. This implies that with increasing doping
levels, the formation of La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes does
not completely remove oxygen vacancies caused by the substitu-
tion of Ca2+ for Ti4+ [9,20,21], and the oxygen vacancies are apt
to survive in the BLTC grain surface layers.

5. Conclusions

(Ba1�xLax)(Ti1�x/2Cax/2)O3 (0.03 6 x 6 0.06) (BLTC) ceramics can
be prepared at a lower temperature of 1400 �C by means of the for-
mation of La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes. All the BLTC samples
are pseudo-cubic, which is marked by a symmetric (200) XRD peak
indicative of cubicity and a sharp 308 cm�1 Raman band indicative
of tetragonality. The unit cell volume (V0) of BLTC increases linearly
with x, satisfying Vegard’s law. The V0 of BLTC less than that of
the tetragonal BaTiO3 give evidence for the formation of
La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes. The aliovalent substitutions
of La3+ at the Ba2+ site and Ca2+ at the Ti4+ site leads to a strong ‘‘Ra-
man charge effect’’ marked by the 836 cm�1 band. Although the
samples with x = 0.04, 0.05 and 0.06 satisfy X7R, X5R, and X8R
specifications, respectively, the x = 0.03 sample because of its high-
er permittivity (e0 = �2000) and lower loss (tan d < 0.04) can be
considered as a novel dielectric for X7R applications. The formation

www.sp
of La�Ba � Ca00Ti � La�Ba defect complexes and the existence of much
larger Ca2+ at the Ti site are responsible for the dielectric-temper-
ature stability of BLTC.
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